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As with all genuine classic products, the success story of the flush-to-floor  
BETTEFLOOR shower area is based on trail-blazing innovations for BETTEFLOOR 
has redefined showering comfort.
The absolutely flush-to-floor installation without any trip hazard is convenient and 
comfortable for people of all generations. The quality of the steel/enamel surface 
can be seen and felt. At the same time, various worlds of colour also visibly permit 
perfect integration of the shower area into the floor – thus giving the bathroom spa-
cious elegance. And last but not least, BETTEFLOOR provides safety and hygiene 
in the bathroom since porous and rough surfaces such as with a tiled shower area 
are avoided.

Discover the benefits of the original on the following pages.

0% Height
100% Classic
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Do you want unlimited hygiene and safety in the bathroom? Then you should 
avoid potential sources of hazard from the outset. Rough and porous joints in 
tiled shower areas are weak points for attack to breed and water to penetrate.

BETTEFLOOR is different: The steel/enamel shower area covers the sensitive 
shower section like one large tile. At the same time, the inorganic material does 
not provide any breeding ground for bacteria and germs. Dirt can not gain pur-
chase on the even and robust BETTEGLAZE® surface – it can be simply cleaned 
with a damp cloth.

The hygiene advantages of the BETTEFLOOR compared with a tiled shower area 
have been tested and confirmed by the inspection agency, TÜV Rheinland.

Flush-to-floor hygiene
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Hygiene

Safety

Tiled shower areas harbour high risks 

Joints in a tiled shower area are

• real dirt traps

• a good breeding ground for germs and bacteria

• difficult to clean

• Porous joints cause water damage

• Repairs are time-consuming and costly

BETTEFLOOR – definitely hygienic and safe 

The BETTEFLOOR …

• covers the sensitive shower area without any joints

• offers no hold for dirt thanks to the glassy surface

• is easy to clean

• BETTEGLAZE® is exceptionally robust

• BETTEFLOOR reliably protects against water  

 penetrating and is permanently accessible  

 for inspection work

Decide in favour of a systematic solution
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Bathrooms are somewhere to relax and unwind, designed not just to be hygienic and conveni-
ent, but to reflect the user’s own, inimitable style. For an individual bathroom interior design, 
we offer BETTEFLOOR in a wide variety of dimensions: square and rectangular, from the 
standard size to generous dimensions where two can comfortably take a shower together.

Everything but standard

Dimensions (length x width):

  80 x   80 cm
 
  90 x   70 cm 
  90 x   75 cm 
  90 x   80 cm 
  90 x   90 cm
  
100 x   70 cm 
100 x   75 cm 
100 x   80 cm 
100 x   90 cm 
100 x 100 cm

110 x   75 cm
110 x   80 cm
110 x   90 cm
110 x 100 cm

120 x   70 cm
120 x   75 cm
120 x   80 cm 
120 x   90 cm 
120 x 100 cm 
120 x 120 cm

130 x   75 cm
130 x   80 cm 
130 x   90 cm
130 x 100 cm
 
140 x   75 cm 
140 x   80 cm
140 x   90 cm 
140 x 100 cm
 

150 x   80 cm
150 x   90 cm
150 x 100 cm

160 x   75 cm
160 x   80 cm 
160 x   90 cm
160 x 100 cm
 

170 x   75 cm 
170 x   80 cm
170 x   90 cm
170 x 100 cm

180 x   80 cm
180 x   90 cm
180 x 100 cm
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With BETTEFLOOR CORnER, the trend towards flush-to-floor 
shower areas elegantly enters the next stage. The soft shape 
fits harmoniously into the overall design. The shower area 
is ideally suited as an attractive space-saving solution for a 
small bathroom.

Dimensions (length x width):
  80 x 100 cm 
  90 x   90 cm  
100 x   80 cm 
100 x 100 cm 

Always in top form 
The BETTEFLOOR CARO combines many advantages: The spacious 
effect of a flush-to-floor shower area, the hygienic surface made of 
steel/enamel, the space-saving design with a bevelled corner and 
modern straight lines. Small bathrooms appear more spacious, the 
modern linear pattern remains clear.

Dimensions (length x width):
  90 x   90 cm  
100 x 100 cm 
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Bette makes 
a difference
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30
W A R R A N T Y

y e a r s

30-year master craftsman´s warranty:
On purchase and installation by a qualified plumb-
ing company, we offer you a 30-year guarantee in  
accordance with the guarantee certificate.

Master Craftsman´s warranty

It is the little details of BETTEFLOOR that are so convincing – 
the flat outlet cover is integrated flush into the shower area, 
thus ensuring a comfortable foothold.

Flush outlet

BETTEFLOOR sets the standard for high drainage volume at 
minimal installation heights. The 0.70 litres/sec., drainage 
capacity is well above the norm and is achieved at installation 
heights starting from 65 mm. 
As a result, you can readily combine BETTEFLOOR with modern, 
large shower fittings such as rain showers.

High drainage capacity

The continuous, gentle gradient of the BETTEFLOOR shower area 
runs from the corner to the outlet. You can see how the water reli-
ably flows from any point to the central outlet – you can feel the 
plane surface which guarantees a pleasant and safe foothold.

BETTEFLOOR creates quiet sounds – in conjunction with the  
BETTEInSTALLATIOnSYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR, the noise level 
is only 20 dB(A) when in use. That is quieter than whispering and 
satisfies the requirements placed on sound insulation in structural 
engineering according to DIN 4109/A1. Tested and confirmed by the 
Fraunhofer Institute.

Continuous gradient Sound insulation class 3

Angular corners
The corners of the BETTEFLOOR are not round but in fact angu-
lar. This allows it to fit harmoniously into the joint pattern of the 
floor, like one large tile. 
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In line with elegance 
In addition to classic white, we offer BETTEFLOOR in the matt shades  
illustrated above which are based on the latest trends in tiles and flooring. 
On request, BETTEFLOOR can also be provided with an outlet fitting in  
the shower area colour. 
Furthermore, we can also produce the shower area in over 1,000 other  
bathroom colours – matching every ambience. Colour deviations due  
to printing are possible. 

Your local bathroom dealer can provide you with the original colour samples.

matt white 440 grey 410 anthracite 403 anthracite-brown 434  brown 437 beige 423

 grey 413 anthracite 402 anthracite-brown 432 brown 435 beige 422

 grey 411 anthracite 401 anthracite-brown 431 brown 430 beige 420

 grey 412 anthracite 400 anthracite-brown 433 brown 436 beige 421

     beige 424
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Quality  
from a single source
Our real glass shower screens ensure that the water stays where it is 

supposed to be during a shower. Of course, we apply the same high 

quality standards to them as we do to our shower areas, which  

compliment them perfectly. 

A special feature is the magnetic strip integrated into the seals of the door, 

which is positioned on the steel/enamel surface by the lifting and lowering 

action of the hinges. In this way, an unobtrusive device prevents splash 

water escaping.

Other intelligent details: 

·  The fittings are flush with the inside, so that droplets of water can  

simply be wiped away

· Cleaning is easy with the BETTEREAL GLASS PLUS coating
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Extras  
for comfort & safety
The additional refinement of the existing time-tested enamel 

surface with BETTEGLAZE® PLUS permanently retains the unique 

beautiful surface and facilitates cleaning. The crystal-clear poly-

mer film allows drops of water to flow off even more easily due to 

its water-repellent effect. As a result, less residue is produced and 

the amount of cleaning work is reduced. BETTEGLAZE® PLUS also 

protects the environment – for aggressive cleaning agents can be 

dispensed with.

The BETTEAnTI-SLIP surface coating provides even more safety  

when standing in the shower without diminishing the pleasant feel  

of the surface texture. And the visual effect and colours are retained. 

White baths are given a white coating. BETTEAnTI-SLIP is available  

in a transparent version for the coloured shower surfaces.

In conjunction with our special BETTEAnTI-SLIP surface, the  

BETTEFLOOR is slip-resistant to assessment catgeory B (DIN 51097). 

BETTEFLOOR with the anti-slip coating in the size 120 x 120 cm is 

barrier-free in accordance with E DIN 18040 for apartments and  

living areas of category A.
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The BETTEInSTALLATIOn SYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR precisely matches the floor level 
of the BETTEFLOOR shower area and the superflat BETTESHOWER TRAYS. Installation 
is quick, easy and absolutely safe. With a minimum installation height of 65 mm for drai-
nage through a floor cavity and 110 mm for drainage at the side, the system is the ideal 
solution for flush-to-floor installation, also for the refurbishment of old buildings and fidd-
ly renovation work. Also readily possible: The combination with the BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM 
when you do not want to do without the advantages of the BETTEFLOOR for standard 
installation.

· only 20 dB(A) 
· sound insulation level 3 
· as per DIN 4109/A1

The BETTEFLOOR shower area is completely installed in just a few work steps. See for  
yourself: You will find a short film on step-by-step installation at www.bette.co.uk.

Perfect from the ground up
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The installation frame is variably adjusted, positioned on 
the bare floor and secured in place. The casing aid  
provided is mounted.

After the screed has been laid, the seal with the building 
structure is created with the sealing fleece and the PE 
sealing strip. Then the wall and floor are tiled.

Finally, the shower area is inserted into the frame and the 
outlet fitting comlpetely connected. The joints are provided 
with an elastic sealant. This makes the entire structure 
permanently accessible for inspection work.

For installation in wooden floors we recommend the  
special BETTESEALInG SET for wooden floors.

Installation in a  
screed floor

Installation in a 
wooden floor
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With the installation system the BETTEFLOOR shower 
area can be installed safely and conveniently to be flush-
to-floor. With a vertical outlet and an installation height of 
min. 65 mm and a side outlet from 110 mm upwards.

Installation heights:
vertical outlet: from 65 mm upwards
horizontal outlet: from 110 mm upwards
Water seal height: 
50 mm, as per DIN/EN 274

However, even if flush-to-floor installation is not wanted or 
is not possible owing to too low a floor structure, showering 
comfort and the safety of the sealing of the BETTEFLOOR 
can still be achieved with the BETTEInSTALLATIOn SYSTEM 
FLUSH-TO-FLOOR.
In combination with the installation system, the shower 
area can, depending on the tile thickness, be installed with 
a flange of up to 20 mm – and thus can be used for an ex-
tremely low floor structure height of only 45 mm.

Installation heights:
vertical outlet: from 45 mm
side outlet: from 90 mm
Water seal height: 
50 mm, as per DIN/EN 274

With the well-known and time-tested BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM, 
the BETTEFLOOR can be installed with a flange.

Installation heights:
vertical outlet: from 45 mm
side outlet: from 75 mm
Water seal height: 
50 mm, as per DIN/EN 274

Alternatively, the BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM can also be used  
for flush-to-floor installation.

Flush-to-floor installation with the  

BetteINSTAllATIoN SYSTEM

Almost flush-to-floor installation with  

BetteINSTAllATIoN SYSTEM

Slightly raised installation with  

the BetteFooT-SYSTEM

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Concrete cavity

Core hole

Concrete cavity

Core hole

Concrete cavity

Core hole



BETTEFLOOR

BETTEFLOOR CARO

  90 x 90 cm

100 x 100 cm

A B G H I K R

900 900 450 450 450 450 636
1000 1000 500 500 500 500 707

BETTEFLOOR CORnER

  80 x 100 cm
  90 x 90 cm
100 x 80 cm
100 x 100 cm

A B G H

800 1000 400 500
900 900 450 450

1000 800 500 400
1000 1000 500 500

BETTEFLOOR CORnER BETTEFLOOR CARO

BETTEFLOOR

  80 x 80 cm
  90 x 70 cm
  90 x 75 cm
  90 x 80 cm
  90 x 90 cm
100 x 70 cm
100 x 75 cm
100 x 80 cm
100 x 90 cm
100 x 100 cm
110 x 75 cm
110 x 80 cm
110 x 90 cm
110 x 100 cm
120 x 70 cm
120 x 75 cm
120 x 80 cm
120 x 90 cm
120 x 100 cm
120 x 120 cm
130 x 75 cm  
130 x 80 cm
130 x 90 cm
130 x 100 cm
140 x 75 cm
140 x 80 cm
140 x 90 cm
140 x 100 cm
150 x 80 cm
150 x 90 cm
150 x 100 cm
160 x 75 cm
160 x 80 cm
160 x 90 cm
160 x 100 cm
170 x 75 cm
170 x 80 cm
170 x 90 cm
170 x 100 cm
180 x 80 cm
180 x 90 cm
180 x 100 cm

A B G H

800 800 400 400
900 700 450 350
900 750 450 375
900 800 450 400
900 900 450 450

1000 700 500 350
1000 750 500 375
1000 800 500 400
1000 900 500 450
1000 1000 500 500
1100 750 550 375
1100 800 550 400
1100 900 550 450
1100 1000 550 500
1200 700 600 350
1200 750 600 375
1200 800 600 400
1200 900 600 450
1200 1000 600 500
1200 1200 600 600
1300 750 650 375
1300 800 650 400
1300 900 650 450
1300 1000 650 500
1400 750 700 375
1400 800 700 400
1400 900 700 450
1400 1000 700 500
1500 800 750 400
1500 900 750 450
1500 1000 750 500
1600 750 800 375 
1600 800 800 400
1600 900 800 450
1600 1000 800 500
1700 750 850 375
1700 800 850 400
1700 900 850 450
1700 1000 850 500
1800 800 900 400
1800 900 900 450
1800 1000 900 500
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Models with the same shank lengths Models with different shank lengths

Models with the same shank lengths Models with different shank lengths
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Bette GmbH & Co. KG
Heinrich-Bette-Straße 1 
D-33129 Delbrück
Tel.: +49 5250 511-0 
Fax: +49 5250 511-130
info@bette.de 
www.bette.de

United Kingdom + Ireland:
Bette GmbH & Co. KG UK Branch
Office 2
The Courtyard
Hall Farm
Lockington
Derbyshire
DE74 2RH
Tel.: +44 844 800 0547
Fax: +44 844 800 0548
info@bette.co.uk
www.bette.co.uk

Our articles are supplied exclusively 
through the sanitary wholesale trade.

Concept, design, text:
gambit marketing & communication GmbH, Dortmund.
Photography: Studio Casa, Münster.
Lithography: Divis, Hagen.
Overall production: Bernecker Mediagruppe AG, Melsungen.

You will find the complete product range for bathing, showering 
and washing in our catalogue and under www.bette.de

Copyright:
All rights to pictures and brands reserved.

www.bette.co.uk


